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Abstract. Natural user interface (NUI) is a successor of command line interfaces (CLI) and graphical user interfaces (GUI) so well known to

computer users. A new natural approach is based on extensive human behaviors tracking, where hand tracking and gesture recognition seem

to play the main roles in communication. The presented paper reviews common approaches to discussed hand features tracking and provides

a very effective proposal of the contour based hand’s poses recognition method which can be straightforwardly used for a hand-based natural

user interface. Its possible usage varies from medical systems interaction, through games up to impaired people communication support.
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1. Introduction

For years humancomputer interaction was mainly performed

by means of mouse and keyboard devices. However, recent-

ly, due to computer vision systems and external controllers,

natural forms of communication have become more and more

popular. Natural user interface is a common parlance, used

by system developers, to name intuitive, effective and in-

visible human-computer communication modes. Contempo-

rary computers can capture, analyze and respond to many

human natural communication modes like: voice, hand ges-

ticulation, face mimics, gaze tracking, body language or even

brain waves. Besides games and entertainment such systems

may be utilized by handicapped or elderly people for commu-

nication with environment, also they may be used for control-

ling mechanical devices when audio communication cannot

be applied or direct physical interaction cannot be performed,

especially in touchless interfaces useful in healthcare environ-

ments [1, 2].

The presented paper concentrates on a computer vision

based hands tracking and hands’ poses recognition, being one

of the most expected and the most extensively developing

human-computer communication modes. It is perceived as

the most primary and expressive form of human communi-

cation. One of the assumptions, for presented system, was its

affordability (only popular web camera was used) and real

time performance (system should respond at minimum over a

dozen frames per second).

Subsequent sections present vision based hand’s gesture

segmentation and hand recognition methods review. Some of

them were adapted and developed to provide robust commu-

nication channel that can be used for varied Natural User

Interfaces.

2. Overview of the proposed system

The proposed system is based on a camera view analysis and

is devoted to track the most recognizable and communicative

parts of a human body, like hands and face. After capturing

image from the input stream sequence a segmentation process

is performed.

For better quality [3] of images segmentation their default

RGB color space is modified and images are denoised by ap-

propriate filtering methods [4]. Processed images are searched

for human body skin presence and its possible movement. For

casually dressed people such a system captures human’s hands

and face. So recognized body parts can be further analyzed

depending on the system eventual use [5]. The implementation

tested first, it was deaf-and-dumb sign language communica-

tor where not only relative position of the human body parts

should be tracked but occurring gestures must be recognized

and analyzed as well. Another implementation, that has not

been tested yet, it is a medical interactive visualization system

where hand’s movement and gestures are used for medical

spatial images transformations. Such a vision based, touch-

less approach lets surgeons perform sterile interaction, while

medical operation, with medical visualization system.

3. Hand segmentation

Hand’s pose is one of the many human features used for

humancomputer communication. As a complex process, hu-

man hand detection may cover different hardware and soft-

ware aspects, however markerless solution, based on simple

web camera, seems to be the most valuable and available.

From the software point of view an object recognition en-

compasses several well tested stages [2]. Thus hand detection

process requires image segmentation and its appropriate in-

terpretation. One of the first stages of hand segmentation can

be background extraction. The idea behind this method is to

subtract the former frame background or initial background

from the current image frame. As a result, new or moving ob-

ject in the image can be detected, however such approach is

vulnerable to instable background [6–8] (i.e.: rapid scene il-

lumination changes or swaying trees in the image). Assuming
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that we operate on images sequence I comprising background

B and moving or new objects, general background extraction

rule can be described with Eq. (1).

Xt(s) =

{

1 for d(Is,t, Bs) > T

0 for others
(1)

where d is a distance between Is,t – input frame I pixel s on

time t and Bs – reference background B model pixel s. T is

an acceptance threshold. Main differences between methods

lay in background modeling and definition of the d metric.

For a simple method of background subtraction, an ab-

solute value of difference between current frame Is,t pixels

and background frame Bs pixels can be calculated (Eq. (2)).

Xt(s) =

{

1 for |Bs − Is,t| > T

0 for others
(2)

Another simple method considers the difference between

corresponding pixels from neighboring, subsequent frames

registered respectively in time t and t − 1 (Eq. (3)).

Xt(s) =

{

1 for d(Is,t, Is,t−1) > T

0 for others
(3)

Such approach can detect mainly moving objects. It de-

tects perfectly dynamic changes in a scene but it is not able to

recognize all pixels belonging to moving object – after frame

subtraction object interior is empty. It reflects objects’ contour

extended into its direction of movement.

Certain improvement to background extraction methods

was introduced by Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [6] which

was an extension to the simple Gaussian model [9]. Its idea

is to define k separate Gaussian models for each pixel. As a

result each background pixel comprises k different probabili-

ty distributions. During background detection process source

pixel is compared with each of k different Gaussian distrib-

utions. If succeeded, a pixel is recognized as a background

and impact (weight) of the closest Gaussian distribution is

increased (for each pixel, sum of k weights corresponding to

its Gaussian distribution set must be summed to 1). If no dis-

tribution is assigned to the pixel it is treated as a foreground.

Probability density function is calculated according to Eq. (4)

and adequate pixel representation, as a weighted sum of sev-

eral Gaussian distributions, is represented with Eq. (5).

G(ξ) =
1

2π
√

|C|
e−

1

2
(ξ − µ)T C−1(ξ − µ), (4)

p(x, y) =

k
∑

i=1

ωi · Gi(ξ), (5)

where

ξ =

[

ξ1

ξ2

]

, µ =

[

µ1

µ2

]

,

C =

[

σ11 σ12

σ21 σ22

]

, ωi,t

represent respectively chrominance vector (ξ), mean value (µ),

covariance (C) and weight for i-th frame distribution in time

t(ωi,t). In Eq. (5) p(x, y) represents pixel in image x, y po-

sition, ωi weight for i-th distribution and Gi(ξ) it is a single

probability distribution. According to [10] information about

accepted background pixel should be added to the background

model. Method treats pixels’ values as Gaussian function and

compares their mean value z(i, j) according to Eq. (6).

J(Gi(ξ), z) > T, (6)

where J(Gi(ξ), z) is the Jeffrey’s measure specifying whether

selected pixel fits Gi(ξ) distribution, and T is a specified

threshold. Coefficient ωi,t is a weight actualized according to

Eq. (7).

ωi = (1 − α)ωi,t−1 + αM, (7)

where M = 1 if pixel belongs to distribution, M = 0 other-

wise. If ωi is a small value it can be assumed that its impact

to background distribution is relatively small and distribution

can be removed. Coefficient α is responsible for learning abil-

ity and determines how fast background model is adapted by

new pixel.

Another nonparametric Codebook [11, 12] method con-

structs background model basing on input background frames.

For each pixel appropriate codebook, consisting of code-

words, is created. Each pixel can encompass several code-

words depending on its changeability. Pixel’s code-words are

calculated based on pixel’s color and intensity. Each codeword

ci consists of color vector vi and 6-tuple auxi vector defined

with Eq. (8).

vi = (Ri, Gi, Bi)

auxi =
〈

⌣

I i,
⌢

I i, fi, λi, pi, qi

〉

,
(8)

where
⌣

I i and
⌢

I i are respectively the minimum and maximum

brightness assigned to the codeword, fi is the frequency the

codeword has occurred, λi is the longest training period in-

terval that the codeword has not occurred, pi and qi the first

and the last access time, respectively that the codeword has

occurred. Detailed description of the codebook construction

is presented in [11].

While testing, if source pixel’s color does not differ from

any corresponding code-words’ color more than threshold, and

source pixel’s intensity falls into code-word’s intensity range,

it is classified as a background. Otherwise it is assumed to be

foreground element. While modeling, each new pixel assigned

to the background upgrades appropriate codeword.

The method presented in this paper exploits codebook

based [12] background subtraction in one of the initial stages.

An exemplary hand image (Fig. 1a) after codebook based

background extraction is presented in Fig. 1d. Further mor-

phological operations and binarization transform the image

into a hand binary mask (Fig. 1e).
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Fig. 1. Hand segmentation stages a) original image with hand; b) im-

age of hand after skin color probability Gauss approximation; c) im-

age b after morphological operations and binarization; d) image of

hand after background extraction with Codebook method, Ref. [12];

e) image d after binarization and morphological operations; f) hand’s

contour made of image c and image e concatenation

A great impact, on effectiveness of hand detection process,

has color based segmentation. Goal of a method is to cre-

ate a decision rule accepting skin pixels and rejecting other

ones. Appropriate metric is introduced to measure a distance

between reference skin color pixels and others. Besides cer-

tain drawbacks (instability in changeable illumination, cam-

era quality dependence, human race) color based approach is a

substantial support for hand segmentation. Most of mentioned

problems can be eliminated by means of infrared cameras, but

their cost is rather high and they were not taken into consid-

eration while research. At the same time selected software

refinement was applied.

One of the most basic and effective improvements relies

on moving pixels’ color assignment into another, equivalent

color space. Instead of RGB color space a normalized RGB

space is suggested. New normalized colors (r, g, b) are defined

basing on (R, G, B) original values according to Eq. (9).

r =
R

R + G + B
, g =

G

R + G + B
, b =

B

R + G + B
. (9)

According to [13] such an approach considerably dimin-

ishes troublesome artifacts caused by a changeable light in-

fluence or different ethnic groups testing.

Another color segmentation amendment can be achieved

by introducing more perceptive color spaces like HSV, HSI

or HSL. Their unambiguous interpretation and intuitiveness

justifies their common usage in skin classification methods.

One of the examples of skin modeling methods is a direct

method encompassing three sets of conditions specified for

RGB (0-255) color channels (Eq. (10)).

R > 95, G > 40, B > 20

max{R,G,B} − min{R,G,B} > 15

|R − G| > 15, R > G, R > B.

(10)

This method is fast, simple and straightforward, howev-

er color space and constant coefficients are chosen empiri-

cally and need reconfiguration for different external condi-

tions. More advanced methods can model skin color auto-

matically, but to the detriment of method speed. [14] us-

es Gauss approximated color histogram. In initial, learning

part of the algorithm images comprising just skin color pix-

els are used to build two chrominance histograms of YUV

color space. As introductory histograms do not need to be

thorough enough, they are approximated with Gauss normal

distribution (Eq. (4)). While testing stage, each pixel is ana-

lyzed and retrieved as probability of its distribution fidelity.

Image’s pixels z(i, j) are transformed according to Eq. (11).

z(i, j) = G(ξ), (11)

where G(ξ) is a Gaussian distribution from Eq. (4).

The method presented in this paper, besides codebook

based method, uses color based segmentation as well. Skin

color pixels are normalized and modeled with the Gaussian

(normal) distribution. As a result, the image with shades of

grey, representing pixels skin probability is obtained (Fig. 1b).

Further morphological operation and binarization process re-

sult in auxiliary binary mask (Fig. 1c). For better results it is

performed simultaneously with codebook based background

extraction and finally combined into one hand pose contour

(Fig. 1f).

4. Hand gesture recognition

In the presented paper the hand gesture analysis and recogni-

tion is based on hand characteristic features (i.e.: fingers) de-

tection and tracking. First part of the method comprises color

based hand segmentation and image background extraction

based on the codebook [12] method. An image background

extraction method provides a mask (Fig. 1e) encompassing

moving objects. It might encompass hands, head or other un-

expected objects. Second mask (Fig. 1c) represents only re-

gions with specific (skin) color so it may comprise any body

elements.

In second part masks derived from initial stages are binary

combined (Fig. 1f). So prepared result mask can be analyzed

for hand movements and their features extraction. For a proper

hand analysis certain technical descriptors must be calculated.

These are (Fig. 2):

• hand’s contour defined as a list of contour points C(i);
• minimum bounding rectangle defined with minimum

(xmin, ymin) and maximum (xmax, ymax) pixels’ coordi-

nates in left bottom corner pixel aligned coordinate system;
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• centre of mass (CM) calculated as a mean value of all hand

pixels’ coordinates in two image directions;

• hand’s bounding circle (circle with centre in hand’s centre

of mass (CM) and radius r as a maximum distance from

CM to minimum bounding rectangle corners);

• palm bounding circle (circle with centre in centre of mass

(CM) and radius r1 equal to 70% of hand’s bounding circle

radius r – value adjusted experimentally).

Fig. 2. Set of hand mask descriptors: center of mass CM, hand

bounding circle (radius r), hand bounding rectangle, palm bounding

circle (radius r1), smaller palm bounding circle (radius r2)

Circles were used for number of unbent fingers calcula-

tion, and as a result simple hand pose specification.

First approach to hand’s fingers detection was calculation

of number of objects sticking out of palm bounding circle (ra-

dius r1 in Fig. 2). Unfortunately such approach could detect

wrist elements as a finger.

As an improvement another method analyzing hand’s con-

tour curvature was introduced. Lets assume that C(i) is an i-th

contour point. Then we consider angle θ between two vectors

[C(i), C(i−K)] and [C(i), C(i+K)], where K is a constant

value. If angle θ exceeds certain threshold then C(i) can be

treated as a finger tip. The main difficulty is to evaluate K

and θ, since reference contour fluctuates due to background

and illumination changes.

The subsequent improvement, providing satisfactory re-

sults, consists in measuring distances from the center of mass

CM and contour points C(i). The chart representing distances

for analyzed hand contour is presented in Fig. 3.

Research has proved that two: minimum (r2 = 60% of

r) and maximum (r1 = 75% of r) reference bounding circles

detects better unbent fingers. In order to eliminate scarce wrist

false positive results, and thumb bad detections additional cri-

teria was suggested. Angle between two vectors [CM, C(i)]
and [CM, Cr2(i)] was tested, where C(i) was i-th element

of the contour and Cr2(i) was the closest contour point, to

the minimum reference bounding circle (with radius r2). Then

C(i) can be treated as a finger tip if considered angle does

not exceed certain value.

Fig. 3. Curve describing hand’s contour distances from the center of

mass (CM) with horizontal line representing reference palm bound-

ing circle

5. Human body analysis

Besides pure hand recognition certain efforts were put to the

whole human posture analysis. Natural User Interfaces may

require relative body parts tracking. After color based seg-

mentation and background extraction the system was able to

recognize several skin relative spots and elements of environ-

ment noise (Fig. 4a).

Disturbances were eliminated using a wide range Gaussian

filter (Fig. 4b). In further analysis regions of low importance

(spot of number of pixels lower then 100 – image resolution

640 × 480) were eliminated, as not belonging to the human

body. Assuming not destructive environment, no more peo-

ple in the image, image transformations resulted in maximum

three key spots, representing two hands and face but with no

information regarding their relative position. In this context,

image comprising two or one spot were possible and suggest-

ed that two hands or hand and face have overlapped.

System had to be calibrated, before testing with calibrating

human posture (Fig. 4) and then initially body parts’ position

can be retrieved from the image. The largest spot represented

face, left minor spot represented right hand and right minor

spot represented left hand, so spots area was also important.

Further human skin spots tracking was performed for center of

mass of each region. Due to spot area permanent changeabili-

ty, possible noise was reduced with Kalman filtering [15, 16].

It has helped approximate skin spots positions (position of

center of mass) following uniformly accelerated motion. How-

ever retrieving actual spots’ positions, from contentious im-

ages consisting of not three but one or two skin spots, was

an additional challenge. In such situations, spots area was ad-

ditionally analyzed. If two relatively wide spots (exceeding

certain threshold) were present in the image it meant that two

hands were joined and second spot is the face. If one of the

spots’ areas was relatively similar to one hand initial area, it

was interpreted as hand and face overlapping. In case of only

one substantial spot the conclusion on all body parts overlap-

ping was made. For contentious situations actual body parts’
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centers of mass were not calculated from the image and as a

result they were not upgraded and last valid centers of mass

were sent to Kalman filter for further interpretation.

Fig. 4. Binary human posture image a) with visible environmental

noise b) without noise due to Gaussian filter of considerable radius

6. Tests

Elaborated system was tested empirically and its functionali-

ty allowed performing real-time image analysis basing on an

ordinary web camera. In our case Sony PS-eye camera was

used controlled with CL-eye camera driver. System was main-

ly tested against hand’s poses recognition – number of unbent

fingers and positions of finger tips were considered. Aspects

of human body parts tracking were shortly described, but their

exploitation will still be developed, so they do not be discussed

in this paper.

As for gestures, set of 8 hand’s poses was presented to

the system (Fig. 5). Hands’ poses were strongly inspired by

Polish Sign Language. Each hand’s pose was presented to the

camera for certain period of time and, while presentation, 20

photos were grabbed from the screen, for each pose. They

were used for further statistical analysis.

Fig. 5. Exemplary set of hand’s poses tested with application

Afterwards hands’ poses, captured within camera frames,

were analyzed for number of fingers. Visually chosen, prop-

erly marked images (like in Fig. 6) were counted. Number of

correctly marked images out of 20 captured frames, for each

hand’s pose, as effectiveness ratio, was collected in Table 1.

Fig. 6. Correctly recognized hands’ poses. Letters a) to h) correspond

to hands’ poses from Fig. 5. Lines connecting hand’s palm center of

mass with finger tips mark recognized fingers

Table 1

Hand’s poses (Fig. 5) recognition rate. Ratio of correctly marked images

out of 20 grabbed images for each hand’s pose a) to h).

a) b) c) d) e) f) g) h)

100% 80% 60% 55% 45% 85% 65% 85%

Application was slightly vulnerable to variant light con-

ditions. It was tested for selected sign language recognition

context and its efficiency was very high in a day light environ-

ment, however artificial light decreased slightly its efficiency.

Hand’s pose was recognized properly if number of unbent

fingers was equal to number of lines connecting hand’s palm

center of mass with finger tips (Fig. 6). Unfortunately change-

able light conditions and relatively not professional camera

lens resulted in image flickering. As a consequence several

mistakes took place while testing. It has happened that false

wrist recognition appeared (Figs. 7a,b,c,d) or not satisfactory

number of finger tips was detected (Figs. 7e,f,g,h).

Described tests revealed an average method effective-

ness of 72%. Individually hands’ poses, presented in Fig. 5,

achieved different recognition rates presented in Table 1.
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Fig. 7. Exemplary faults have appeared while hands’ poses testing.

a) – d) false wrist recognition; e) – h) too little finger tips recognized

It must be noticed that recognition rate decreased with

growing number of fingers. Single finger was recognized with-

out any problems, however in case of five fingers more then

half of captured frames contained unintended faults. Proba-

bly one of the sources of low recognition rate came from

overlapping fingers caused by changeable hand orientation in

relation to the camera – method has detected several joined

fingers as one finger (Figs. 7g, 7h). Additionally presented

solution was got rid of any depth data so camera could not

track bent fingers, which were not visible on the hand’s palm

background.

7. Conclusions

Summing up this paper presents really effective, available and

simple human features tracking method. It introduces novice

gesture recognition contour based approach featuring consid-

erable effectiveness. System was tasted against sign language

hands’ poses recognition, but its functionality seems to be

universal and, according to author, it can be used for intu-

itive game interface creation or even sophisticated medical

visualization environment interaction.

Further system development may concern its calibration.

At present it is calibrated once, at the beginning of the pro-

gram, but due to permanent environment changes it decali-

brates. To make the system more ergonomic, it can be auto-

matically calibrated or recalibrated basing on Haar detected

face skin method. Some more advanced methods of human

body tracking, when they overlap each other or just simply

disappear, can be also incorporated in the project. Motion

tracking or motion prediction methods seem to be useful for

further research [17, 18].

Better fingers segmentation can be achieved by means of

Microsoft Kinect device, which is not only capable of color

image recording, but provides additional depth data indispens-

able for bent or overlapping fingers tracking as well.
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